Summary: Many online sources of gene interaction networks supply rich visual data regarding gene pathways that can aid in the study of biological processes, disease research and drug discovery. PathGen incorporates data from several sources to create transitive connections that span multiple gene interaction databases. Results are displayed in a comprehensible graphical format, showing gene interaction type and strength, database source, and microarray expression data. These features make PathGen a valuable tool for in silico discovery of novel gene interaction pathways, which can be experimentally tested and verified. The usefulness of PathGen interaction analyses was validated using genes connected to the altered facial development related to Down syndrome.
INTRODUCTION
Large quantities of raw data are produced by high throughput DNA sequencing, RNA array, and protein interaction projects. Although several tools have been developed to find significant connections between genes, it is challenging to understand gene interactions, especially from disparate databases. Gathering all relevant gene interactions manually from different databases and placing them in a central location is complicated. It is also difficult or impossible to connect known interactions from multiple databases or pathways in a manual cross pathway searching or transitive mapping approach. When assembled, the information may be overwhelming and not concentrate on interactions between specific genes to understand the genetic basis of a phenotype. Finally, integrating known or inferred information (from microarray data, for example) is impractical or impossible in many existing gene interaction databases even though this information has been found to be useful (Zhou 2002) .
To overcome such difficulties and facilitate searching for interactions between sets of genes, we envisioned bringing many of these elements together in a single tool. For example, connections of interactions between genes A and B in one database, and between genes B and C in another database would be brought together to infer a two-hop interaction between genes A and C and show the intermediate gene B. We hypothesized that a transitive gene pathway generator would be useful because genes that directly affect a phenotype (end genes) are often known, as are genes *Corresponding Author that are associated with a genetic defect (start genes). Specific potential gene interactions and pathways could then be investigated through bioinformatics and biological approaches to understand the genetic basis of a phenotype.
We developed PathGen to incorporate many of the aforementioned features to facilitate the understanding of gene interactions. This transitive pathway generator allows researchers to search for interactions between specified sets of start and end genes. PathGen allows users to find a large number of potential interactions, while displaying only relevant results. The option of adding microarray data to the analyses allows users to immediately gain insight into gene regulation of potential interactions and pathways in a tissue specific manner. As an example, we applied PathGen to better understand interactions genes found in three copies on human chromosome 21 (Hsa21) and two copy genes in the rest of the genome as they are related to a specific Down syndrome (DS) phenotype. Table 1 
METHODS
The PathGen database was created using data from KEGG PATHWAY (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) , and a set of interactions assembled previously (Dyer 2008) Each edge in the graph has an html link to the source so users can obtain further information on the edge. Pathgen converts gene names found in various databases to the corresponding Entrez gene ID using the table provided by NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/DATA). NCBI gene IDs are used for gene specificity, and Pathgen also uses them in the AJAX interface to allow users to find the Gene ID for a commonly known acronyms. This allows the user to select a unique gene ID from commonly used and often ambiguous acronyms. Since the database contains gene interactions from many species, the selection of genes from different species could potentially find a transitive pathway that utilized gene interactions from different species.
After submitting specific start and target genes as well as the maximum depth to search, PathGen performs a breadth first search starting from each start and target gene simultaneously (i.e. a bidirectional search). Genes that interact with these start genes are transitively added to the search list even if they come from different databases. Users can choose to consider directionality when searching for interactions, or to examine connections that may not directly impact a destination, but may be related with a reverse direction connection.
When maximum depth of search is reached, any pathways that include a target gene are output to a GraphViz input and rendered in a hierarchical layout (default), statistical multi-dimensial scaling, Fruchterman-Reingold heuristic clustering, radial or circular layout. Data can also be exported in graphical or a SIF format for use in other applications (Gansner 2000) . Users can generate custom graphical output by downloading the GraphViz file. Components of the resulting graph are hyperlinked to provide additional information including Entrez Gene entries for genes (ovals) and source, confidence, and type of interaction data (shown as solid or dotted edges), if available. This allows the user to verify the biological nature of the dynamically generated pathway.
In addition to including multiple data sets and PubMed abstracts, the user can also upload whole genome differential expression data to include in PathGen analyses. PathGen colors nodes in the graph with the level of differential expression seen in microarray data (Figure 1) . PathGen also shows all nodes in the interaction pathway between the start and target genes, not just the single connection between the start and target genes. Additionally, no a priori knowledge of potential gene relationships is needed to submit a query for potential gene interaction.
RESULTS
Current research investigating the gene-phenotype relationship in DS was a major motivation for the development of PathGen. Although it is known that DS results from trisomy for Hsa21, the genetic mechanisms for specific DS phenotypes are largely unknown and may include genes on Hsa21 as well as throughout the genome. Finding the relationship between Hsa21 and non-Hsa21 genes is important in understanding how trisomy causes DSassociated traits and potentially ameliorating the effects of adverse phenotypes.
Individuals with DS have distinguishing facial features including a small midface and oral cavity. Research with a mouse model of DS demonstrated that the small mandible is caused by a reduced number of neural crest (NC) cells in a small 1st pharyngeal arch (PA1) and is linked to deficits in the Sonic hedgehog (Shh) pathway (Roper et al 2009) . Since the mandible has a distinct developmental pathway, we were interested in examining interactions between 17 orthologs of Hsa21 genes expressed in PA1 and four genes important in craniofacial development. We compared interaction analyses performed in PathGen, STRING, and Genes2Networks. Using similar conditions, PathGen found potential interactions between human genes in 78% of the cases compared to 19% in STRING. A multiple species search in Genes2networks found interactions in 7% of the tests (See supplementary information for more details).
One connection found by PathGen and STRING, but not Genes2Networks, was an interaction between SHH (start gene) and DYRK1A (target gene) (Figure 1 ). DYRK1A is found on Hsa21 and has been hypothesized to be linked to a number of traits in DS, including the craniofacial phenotypes (Arron et al. 2006) . As an example, trisomic microarray data from another developmental phenotype was included in this analysis (Dauphinot 2005) . Figure  1 shows potential interaction pathways with all known intermediates between the start and target genes and gene nodes (ovals) are colored to represent microarray expression data. The most parsimonious connection from this known pathway from the KEGG database to DYRK1A is through a PubMed abstract that shows an in vitro assay suggesting that DYRK1A may regulate GLI1. (Mao et al. 2002) . Because of inferences from biological studies, the interaction pathway between DYRK1A and SHH demonstrates potential connections between these genes and disruptions that may occur during trisomic mandibular development. This and other potential interactions can be verified using temporally and spatially relevant biological tests. Further examples and interpretation can be found in the supplementary material.
Pathgen is available online at http://dna.cs.byu.edu/pathgen/ 
